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Using fully kinetic 3D simulations of magnetic reconnection in asymmetric antiparallel configurations,

we demonstrate that an electromagnetic lower-hybrid drift instability (LHDI) localized near the X line can

substantially modify the reconnection mechanism in the regimes with large asymmetry, a moderate ratio

of electron to ion temperature, and low plasma �. However, the mode saturates at a small amplitude in the

regimes typical of Earth’s magnetopause. In these cases, LHDI-driven turbulence is predominantly

localized along the separatrices on the low-� side of the current sheet, in agreement with spacecraft

observations.
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Magnetic reconnection is a ubiquitous phenomenon fre-
quently associated with the fast release of magnetic energy
in many systems in nature. One of the long-standing prob-
lems in magnetic reconnection research has been the
understanding of the reconnection mechanism in collision-
less plasmas. Specifically, microscopic turbulence origi-
nating from current-driven instabilities has long been
considered a possible source of anomalous resistivity
(e.g., [1]), with the lower-hybrid drift instability (LHDI)
attracting particular attention (e.g., [2]). In a neutral sheet,
LHDI can be excited in a relatively broad range of wave

numbers ðme=miÞ1=4 & k�e & 1, where ms and �s refer to
the mass and thermal gyroradius of species s [3]. While the
short-wavelength LHDI modes are confined to the low-�
periphery of the current sheet, the long-wavelength modes
may directly influence the reconnection process since they
penetrate the region around the X line, provided the current
sheet width is below �i. Electromagnetic fluctuations in the
lower-hybrid range have been observed in the vicinity of
reconnection sites in both space (e.g., [4–6]) and laboratory
plasmas (e.g., [7]). Recent simulations suggested that the
long-wavelength modes may expedite the onset of recon-
nection in a Harris sheet (e.g., [8]) and can be unstable in
asymmetric current layers [9]. However, a systematic
understanding of the regimes where LHDI plays a signifi-
cant role in controlling the reconnection process remains
elusive.

In this Letter we address the influence of LHDI on
reconnection in asymmetric antiparallel geometry, which
is relevant, for example, to Earth’s magnetopause and some
laboratory experiments, such as theMagnetic Reconnection
eXperiment [10]. This configuration is characterized by
large density gradients across reconnection layers that are
favorable for the excitation of LHDI. In contrast to many
previous investigations, we focus on long-time dynamics
of self-consistently generated current sheets. The results

obtained in model 1D equilibria do not directly apply to
this problem, since the structure of such layers is deter-
mined self-consistently by plasma parameters in the inflow
and downflow regions and is not well approximated by
existing models. In addition, convective flow through the
reconnection region, which is absent frommodel equilibria,
introduces stringent constraints on the growth rate of rele-
vant instabilities. Assuming that the instability of interest is
localized on spatial scales comparable to the size of the
current sheet, the time scale associated with electron flow
through the region of mode localization can be of the

order of several !�1
LH ¼ ð!ci!ceÞ�1=2, where !cs ¼

ðjqsjBÞ=ðmscÞ, B is the upstream magnetic field, qs is the
charge of species s, and c is the speed of light. Only
instabilities that grow faster than the convective time can
modify the reconnection dynamics near the X line.
Linear theory and two-dimensional simulations suggest

that a correct numerical description of LHDI requires
highly expensive simulations with large values of
mi=me * 400 [3]. In order to address these challenges,
we utilized a high-performance particle-in-cell code
VPIC [11] to perform petascale simulations. The initial
magnetic field is of the form B ¼ 1

2 ½ðB0 þ B1Þ � ðB0 �
B1Þ tanhðz=�Þ�ex. The simulations are initialized with two
particle populations, a Harris-like component with distri-
bution function fs ¼ ncccosh

�2ðz=�Þ exp½�msðv�
UseyÞ2=ð2T0

s Þ�, and an asymmetric Maxwellian component

with density nðzÞ ¼ ðn0 þ n1Þ=2� ðn0 � n1Þ tanhðz=�Þ=2
and temperature T0

s . Throughout the text, index ‘‘0’’ de-
notes values taken on the high-� side of the current sheet at
t ¼ 0, while the local time-evolving quantities do not have
an index. The initial configuration is parameterized by the
value of plasma �0 ¼ 8�n0ðT0

e þ T0
i Þ=B2

0 and the ratio

n1=n0 between densities on the low-� and the high-�
sides. Typical values considered are �0 ¼ ð0:5� 2Þ and
n1=n0 ¼ ð0:1� 0:2Þ. The initial configuration does not
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correspond to an exact Vlasov equilibrium, but is in force
balance and allows reconnection to develop after a few
Alfvén times. While the factors controlling the structure of
developed reconnection layers are not completely under-
stood at the present time, existing computer simulations
suggest that in collisionless plasma this structure is to a
large degree determined by the conditions in the inflow and
(to a lesser degree) in the outflow regions. In our simula-
tions the inflow parameters are effectively prescribed by
the boundary conditions. Therefore we expect that the
details of the initial configuration and the associated tran-
sient evolution do not play a key role in determining the
structure of the resulting reconnection layers. It is in this
sense that we call these layers self-consistent. The inflow

boundaries are driven by applying electric field Ey¼
E0
y½1�e�t=��, where E0

y¼0:08B0V
0
A, �¼20ð!0

ciÞ�1, and

V0
A ¼ d0i !

0
ci. In order to study the evolution of the system

over a long time scale, the simulations employed open
downstream boundary conditions that allow plasma and
electromagnetic flux to leave the simulation domain [12].
Overall, seven simulations with various initial conditions
were performed as part of this study. Here we focus on
three cases with �0 ¼ 0:5, n1=n0 ¼ 0:1, T0

i =T
0
e ¼ 3, 1,

0.3, and mi=me ¼ 400. Representative numerical parame-
ters for the T0

i =T
0
e ¼ 1 case are !0

pe=!
0
ce ¼ 1:5, spatial

domain ð15� 15� 15Þd0i with 11523 cells, and time step
�t!0

ce � 0:1. The plasma at t ¼ 0 was represented by
0:7� 1012 computational particles. Here d0s ¼ c=!ps,

!ps ¼ ð4�n0q2s=msÞ1=2.
Figure 1 demonstrates spatial localization of the elec-

tromagnetic fluctuations in a simulation with T0
i =T

0
e ¼ 3.

The two panels show fluctuation power hjFj2i ¼P
!;kjFð!; kyÞj2, with F ¼ ~Ey (top panel) and F ¼ ~Bx

(bottom panel). Here the sum is over 0<!< 3!LH and
ky�e < 2. The spectra are computed over an interval

t!0
ci ¼ ð39� 44Þ. It is immediately apparent that the fluc-

tuations along the separatrices produce predominantly per-
turbations of the electric field, while the perturbations of
the magnetic field are localized around the X line. In Fig. 1,
the power of ~Bx is normalized to the magnetic field imme-
diately upstream from the layer on the low-� side B2

e,
while that of ~Ey is normalized to E2

A, where EA ¼
ð!LH=!peÞBe is a typical amplitude that can be expected

for a mode of frequency !LH localized on spatial scales of
the order of de. The (!, ky) spectra of Ey and Bx fluctua-

tions are shown in Fig. 2 for locations close to the X line
and at the separatrices on the low and high sides of the
current sheet, as marked by large dots in the Fig. 1(a). Near
the X line the dominant perturbation has a characteristic

wavelength kyð�e�iÞ1=2 � 1 and produces strong perturba-

tions of the magnetic field, in agreement with the expec-
tations based on linear theory of Harris equilibrium [3]. In
contrast, the fluctuations along the separatrices have a
broader spectrum, with stronger perturbations of Ey. The

frequency corresponding to the center of the spectrum
follows a local dispersion relation for the LHDI [13]. The
separatrices on the high-� side are considerably more
stable and fluctuations tend to have relatively higher values
of ~Bx= ~Ey. Both of these trends are consistent with linear

theory since sharp density gradients and relatively low
values of � are conducive to the development of LHDI.
The influence of the long-wavelength LHDI mode on the

structure of the reconnection layer in the most unstable
case with T0

i =T
0
e ¼ 0:3 is documented by Figs. 3 and 4. In

our simulations a large-scale 2D symmetry is imposed
by the choice of initial and boundary conditions. Con-
sequently, considering y-averaged quantities in 3D
simulations enables a relatively simple interpretation of
the effects introduced by fluctuations. Panels (a), (b) and
(c) in Fig. 3 compare the current density between 2D and
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FIG. 1 (color online). Power of ~Ey (top) and ~Bx (bottom)
fluctuations in the range j!j< 3!LH and jky�ej< 2. The solid

lines represent the field lines of the y-averaged in-plane mag-
netic field, with the thick lines marking the separatrix.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Panels (a), (b), and (c): spectrum of ~Ey

fluctuations at positions marked 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in
Fig. 1. Panels (d), (e), and (f): the same for ~Bx. The solid line in
panel (c) corresponds to the local dispersion relation for LHDI
[13]. The arrow in panels (a) and (d) marks ky ¼ ð�e�iÞ�1=2. The

values of !LH and �s are computed with the shoulder value of
the magnetic field and temperatures at the center of the layer.
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3D simulations, respectively, and demonstrate that on av-
erage the current layer is more than a factor of 2 broader
and longer in the 3D simulation. Panel (d) demonstrates the
large-amplitude kinking of the layer induced by the devel-
opment of the long-wavelength instability.

Figure 4 further illustrates properties of the fluctuations
both in the reconnection current layer (left column) and at
the low-� separatrix (right column). In the reconnection
layer, the peak amplitude of the magnetic fluctuations
coincides with the X line, while Ey fluctuations are peaked

upstream from the X line on the low-� side. At x locations
outside of the current sheet, the ~Ey fluctuations are peaked

right on the separatrix and the ratio hj ~Eyj2i=hj ~Bxj2i is

substantially higher compared to the vicinity of the X
line. The modifications in the structure of current layers
induced by LHDI fluctuations are associated with changes
in the reconnection mechanism. To quantify this, we com-
pute the y average of the electron momentum balance
equation menedVe=dt¼�eneE�r�Pe�eneðVe=cÞ�
B and split nonlinear terms into the contribution from

average and fluctuating parts. For example, hABi ¼
hfABi þ hAihBi, where h� � �i refers to the average. As is

apparent from Fig. 4, the h gneEyi term, which represents

direct momentum exchange between ions and electrons
induced by quasineutral fluctuations, peaks away from
the X line, but is still responsible for about 30% of the

nonideal field at the X line. The h gneðve � BÞyi term con-

tributes another 30% of hnEyi. The remainder of the elec-

tric field is supported by the average divergence of
electron-stress tensor ðr � PeÞy, which is the dominant

term in 2D geometry. Note that the h gneðve � BÞyi term

peaks at the X line and near the location of the maximum of

the h gneEyi term. Effectively, it exchanges electron momen-

tum between the two regions, thus facilitating momentum
exchange between electrons and ions. Finally, even

though h gneEyi is substantial near the low-� separatrix,

LHDI perturbations produced relatively small contribu-
tions to the parallel force balance at these locations, i.e.,

h gneEki � h gneEyi.
In summary, our results demonstrate that under some

conditions LHDI may directly influence the reconnection
mechanism in the vicinity of the X line. Specifically, in a
simulation with T0

i =T
0
e ¼ 0:3, �0 ¼ 0:5 and n0=n1 ¼ 10,

the sum of fluctuation-induced terms accounted for ap-
proximately 60% of the average electric field close to the

X line with the hgnEyi � 0:3hnEyi. At the same time, these

terms contributed less than 30% of the total field in

simulation with T0
i =T

0
e ¼ 3, with hgnEyi< 0:05hnEyi. The

saturation amplitude of the fluctuations near the X line
decreased almost linearly with T0

i =T
0
e from hj ~Bxj2i �

0:13B2
e in the simulation with T0

i =T
0
e ¼ 0:3 to hj ~Bxj2i �

0:04B2
e in the simulation with T0

i =T
0
e ¼ 3. While the

FIG. 3 (color online). Panels (a) and (b) show current density
jy in 2D and 3D simulations, respectively, with T0

i =T
0
e ¼ 0:3 at

t!0
ci ¼ 42. Here jy is normalized to its peak value in the 2D

case; (c) profiles of jy across the layer at x positions marked by

dashed lines in panels (a) and (b); Panel (d) shows a profile of jy
in a y-z plane at x=d0e ¼ 140 in the 3D simulation.

FIG. 4 (color online). Spatial profiles of various quantities in
3D simulation with T0

i =T
0
e ¼ 0:3 across the reconnection layer

(left column, x=d0e ¼ 140) and across the separatrix on the
low-� side (right column, x=d0e ¼ 200). Top row: profiles of
fluctuation amplitude. Middle row: profiles of average density,
magnetic field, and current. Bottom row: contribution of fluctu-
ations to the average force balance (1) : nonideal term ðhEi þ
ðhV=ci � hBiÞy; (2): ghnEyi; (3): ghðnV �BÞyi; (4): hðr � PÞyi. All
terms are normalized to local hnEi.
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exact numerical values of various thresholds likely depend
on the numerical parameters employed in a particular
simulation (e.g., mi=me or !pe=!ce) and may depend on

the boundary conditions employed in a particular simula-
tion (which may influence the structure of the current
sheet), we expect the trends established in this work to
hold. Therefore, we expect that LHDI has the strongest
influence on the reconnection process in regimes with large
asymmetry, low values of Ti=Te < 1, and low � on both
sides of the current sheet. The latter requirement, which
emerged from our simulations, is consistent with the prop-
erties of linear eigenfunction for a long-wavelength LHDI
mode that tunnels through the high-� vicinity of the X line
[3]. We also note that the long-wavelength LHDI does not
reach substantial amplitude in simulations in a symmetric
configuration with comparable values of � and Ti=Te

(except during the decay of the initial configuration),
indicating the destabilizing influence of the density
gradient across the reconnection layer. Given the above
requirements, we conclude that this instability is unlikely
to be important for reconnection at the magnetopause,
where typically Ti > Te and � * 1 on the magnetosheath
side of the current sheet. On the other hand, it may play a
role in other systems. For example, the Magnetic
Reconnection eXperiment operates at low values of �
and is characterized by smaller Ti=Te compared to the
magnetosphere.

In contrast to the long-wavelength LHDI, the short-
wavelength modes excited along the separatrices should
persist under conditions typical of the magnetopause.
Several recent results indicate that the separatrices may
play an important role in controlling the reconnection
process and energy release associated with reconnection
(e.g., [14,15]). Since short-wavelength LHDI competes
with these processes, it may indirectly affect the reconnec-
tion process by modifying the structure of the separatrix
current layer. For example, we have observed a roughly

twofold increase in the average thickness of the separatrix
current layer in the 3D simulations discussed in this Letter,
which should decrease the growth rate of tearing instabil-
ities developing along the separatrix [14].
The conclusions reached here with regards to the

properties of LHDI at Earth’s magnetopause are generally
consistent with previous investigations of the role of LHDI
(e.g., [5]) and with a more recent survey of subsolar
magnetopause crossings by the THEMIS satellite [16].
An example of such a crossing is shown in Fig. 5. In
agreement with our expectations, the electric field fluctua-
tions are predominantly localized in the vicinity of the
low-� separatrix in the frequency range ! & !LH and
are relatively weak within the current layer. At the same

time, the estimates of hgnEyi obtained from observations are

much smaller than hnEyi even near the separatrices, which

is likely due to the differences in plasma parameters (�,
Ti=Te, degree of asymmetry) between the simulations and
the observations. A detailed comparison of selected events
with matching simulations is under way.
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